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why us



You and your guests are pampered and offered personalized service from 
attentive staff in modern, beautifully designed accommodations.

FEATURES
∙ desktops with 23” monitor for up to 30 participants
∙ 150 m2 space
∙ HD projector
∙ printer
∙ reliable wi-fi access
∙ glass whiteboards
∙ hardwired internet connection 
∙ garden
∙ lobby
∙ located near bus station
∙ good restaurants within 200m radius
∙ chromecast enabled projector
∙ fresh water
∙ 2 seperate WC
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our premises



our premises
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services



what we offer

FLEXIBLE FURNISHINGS WITH CUSTOMIZABLE LAYOUTS
Your events have special requirements; whether it’s due to the number of attendees, or perhaps they need tables to work on. 
Perhaps they have additional requirements or mobility issues. Or something as simple as wanting to encourage collaboration by setting 
up small groups together. We’ll make sure that your workshop fits you and your attendees, rather than trying to fit you into our space.

+383 49 785 190 info@bit-academy.com

FULL TECH SUPPORT
It would be nice if our computers and laptops would always function well when it’s time to make a presentation. But no 
matter how much you prepare and test your equipment before your event, sometimes it just fails when it’s needed most.

BUILT-IN PRESENTATION EQUIPMENT
All of our training rooms come complete with full presentation equipment. Projectors that allow you to display your 
presentation in full HD, and can be easily seen by everyone in the room.

FREE WIFI
Something as simple and ubiquitous as Wi-Fi should not cost you extra. In our fully connected world, it is expected that for your 
workshops and training events your attendees come prepared with laptops and personal devices and  are ready to take notes and 
share information. 

WHITEBOARDS
All of our rooms have fixed glass whiteboards. White boards are cleaned after each meeting for confidentiality reasons, and can then 
be re-used.

NATURAL LIGHT
Amazing large windows allow for all natural light to come into all of our training rooms, which comes from fruitful garden that 
can be used during breaks.

DESKTOP COMPUTING POWER
Computer labs are where we got our start. From software applications to hands-on technical environments, we provide all 
the technology your team needs to learn effectively.


